
How to Fill a Vape Tank 
Vaping is always a thoroughly relaxing experience, but not knowing how to use your vape 
properly can cause unnecessary headaches.  We've received a lot of messages asking what the 
easiest ways to fill a vape tank are.  

No, it's not like dismantling a bomb, it's a fairly simple system, but it's easy to understand why it 
may seem daunting at first. So to help the newbies get started, we've laid out the necessary 
steps involved in filling your tank, as well as a few tips to help you master the process quickly.  

Fill 'er Up 

Before you even start unscrewing the components, you need to be aware of just how your tank 
is filled with e liquid - top fill or bottom fill. This language is self-explanatory, as some products 
are filled from the top, others from the bottom. Tanks filled from below are becoming more and 
more common as new products are developed, so you'll likely come across both options.  

Step 1: Hold the tank in one hand, then with the other unscrew the top cap. If your tank is a top 
filler, some newer models don't even unscrew; rather, they swivel open with the flick of a thumb 
or the opening of a latch. The next thing to know is whether or not you're using a dry coil. Luckily 
it's easy to tell the difference. If you just vaped and are refilling the tank, it's not a dry coil. 

Step 2: Now that you know where to fill, it's just a question of how much. And the answer will 
always be branded on the side of the tank - much like the liquor cabinet of a paranoid parent, 
most products from reputable vape tank makers such as SMOK or Aspire have a black line 
marked. Find it on your device.  

Step 3: Fill the tank up to the line with e liquid. Overfilling the line will ensure spillage once you 
factor in the coil, and while you probably won't lose much, the stickiness is always annoying. If 
your mod is missing a fill line, you want to try for about 3/4 of the tank.  

Step 4: Make sure, when pouring the e liquid, to aim for the side of the glass. This prevents you 
from drowning the coil, which can damage it and lessen the quality of your clouds.  

Step 5: Screw the cap back on, or latch it, but make sure it is tightly secured to your vape. This 
will prevent any leakage.  

"It Tastes Like Burning" 
New, dry coils are likely to greet users with a harsh vape the first few draws. Fortunately, there 
are ways to offset this: 



1. With the coil separated, put one or two drops of e juice on the cotton inside the coil. This 
will start saturating it early and reduce the amount of time needed between refilling your 
tank and starting to get a quality vape.  

2. Remove the cap, you'll see two holes. One is the central airflow, from where you inhale. 
The other is where you will put the e liquid. It's essential that you do not fill the central 
airflow; otherwise, upon drawing in, you'll get a mouthful of e juice. We don't need to tell 
you this product contains nicotine and drinking it certainly isn't the way you want to enjoy 
it.  

3.  

You're almost ready, but it's best to allow some time to pass before you vape. This will ensure 
the organic cotton in the coil gets completely saturated with e juice. Typically you only need to 
wait two or three minutes, and then you're good to go.  

Enjoy 

We don't need to tell you what to do from here, just inhale and relax. As you vape, you'll come to 
know how long a coil lasts, when it's time to clean your vape tank and when to just refill. It won't 
be long before tank filling your vape or e cigarette will become second nature. Precious little in 
this world beats the relaxation that comes with vaping e liquid smartly and safely, and for new 
vapers, knowing how to fill a vape tank is a major leg up. 

 

 

 
 


